Simon Forman became notorious after his death in 1611. He was tainted with involvement in the scandalous death of Sir Thomas Overbury in the Tower on 14 September 1613. Overbury had been imprisoned for refusing an ambassadorship to Russia. Had he accepted the post, it would have got him out of the way of James I's favourite Robert Carr (Viscount Rochester, soon to be Earl of Somerset) and Frances Howard, wife of the Earl of Essex. Carr and Howard were carrying on an affair at court and hoping to marry after getting Howard's marriage annulled, which they eventually managed. Overbury had advised Carr, and was strongly opposed to the relationshipÐso it was planned to remove him abroad. Unfortunately, Overbury refused to get out of the way, was imprisoned for saying no to the King, and died. In 1615, after Carr quarrelled with James' new favourite George Villiers, rumours circulated that Overbury had been poisoned for knowing too much, and Chief Justice Coke undertook an investigation. Howard eventually pleaded guilty to the poisoning and obtained a pardon, while Carr was found guilty in a prosecution and spent six years in the Tower himself until pardoned in 1622. During the investigation, Anne Turner, widow of a physician and friend of Howard's, was accused of having helped Howard to procure Carr's love by consulting Forman, who had used black arts to help them before himself dying suddenly. Turner and three others attached to the Countess were executed for their part in the affair, although Mrs Forman escaped. Ever after, Forman's name was associated with deep plots and demonic magic. In 1974, A L Rowse wrote a book (Simon Forman: Sex and Society in Shakespeare's Age) that continued to depict him as a representative of the lusty and superstitious Elizabethan age: to Rowse, Forman was a foolish magician, a sexual glutton, and a physician to the highest ranks of English society.
Traister will have none of it, although she almost manages to avoid saying so. From examination of Forman's extant manuscripts (which survive in large parts but only for years before 1603, the rest presumably having been destroyed or con®scated at the time of the Overbury trials), Traister ®nds him to have been serious and diligent, engaged in medical practices typical of the period in both methods and clientele (poor and ordinary people ®guring far more than the few high-placed ones); he was a virgin until the age of 30 and afterwards hardly a rake. Hers is, in fact, a fundamentally revisionist account. What a pity, therefore, that it is not more robustly presented. Forman's reputation is dealt with only at the end, although she remarks throughout on Rowse's opinions. Forman's life and character are available, but only if the reader makes an effort. For instance, she notes that, apart from the Rev. Napier to whom Forman taught astrological medicine, Forman seems to have been almost friendless, and thus vulnerable to attacks by the College of Physicians and others. (Napier's practice on patients with troubled minds was detailed thoroughly by Michael MacDonald in 1981.) How individuals managed in a corporatist society does not ®gure in her analysis, however; instead, she lightly touches on whether`self-fashioning' is a fair word for his life, carefully waf¯ing on the point. She quotes at length from his writings, and then summarizes what he wrote, which doubles the descriptions and risks irritating either those familiar with Elizabethan prose and spelling (for whom the summary is not necessary) or those for whom the quotations will be almost unintelligible. Above all, one comes away disappointed that Traister has not gone more deeply into Forman's system of thought, which is treated descriptively but not probed analytically.
In short, Traister's study is by implication a fundamental revision of the accepted view of Forman. For the student of Elizabethan medicine and society, there is much of interest. But she has not been bold enough, or made her mind up clearly enough, about many issues to make it enjoyable for the uninitiated. The notorious Forman himself may have been equally ambiguous about himself in his journals, but hardly so in public. He deserves a more judgmental treatment. Jowett was regius professor of Greek at Oxford and master of Balliol in the 1870s. He had a brilliant memory and intellect which he applied only to the things that interested himÐthough his interests were broad. His students and colleagues wrote the rhyme with just a little irony, and much admiration.
Harold J Cook
Each branch of medicine has its modern-day Jowetts, whose advice is sought in the most dif®cult cases. But we are all in the`knowledge industry'. Can the rest of us (and the organizations in which we work) do anything to keep ahead of what Wyatt calls the tidal wave of new data? Or are we doomed to become increasingly out of date as we get older? Wyatt mentions a randomized study in which Canadian doctors were sent (in fourteen weekly instalments) an education pack about the management of hypertension. The best predictor of the target doctors' subsequent decisions about antihypertensive treatment was their year of quali®cation, not whether or not they had received the pack. Perhaps most doctors do not read unsolicited information, do not believe things they read from an unfamiliar source, or are unconvinced about the need to change.
Wyatt is director of the Knowledge Management Centre at the School of Public Policy in London. He is a physician with a longstanding interest in medical informatics, and his ten articles on`knowledge for the clinician' appeared monthly in JRSM from April last year. These are the basis for Clinical Knowledge and Practice in the Information Age: the chapters appear in a slightly different order from the original articles, a preface and index have been added, and Sir Michael Peckham has written a foreword (mentioning that the Government recommends the creation of a National Health Informatics ForumÐsomething which I expect Wyatt to be headhunted for).
Wyatt is a convincing advocate for the problem-based approach,`which means ®nding solutions to clinical problems at the time they arise, or soon after, with minimum effort. It means looking up the answer whenever we are unsure about what happened or what to do. It means transferring CME [continuing medical education] from an intensive two hours a week (or a few days a year) to a minute here, three minutes there . . . it emphasizes problem solving . . . such as how to ®nd relevant answers fastÐnot the learning of facts'. If the answer cannot be found immediately, he recommends various actions (including eventually, if still unsuccessful, quietly moving on to something else). He also recommends that we occasionally look things up even when we think we do know them, since we may well ®nd that we were very wrong.
Wyatt analyses the pros and cons of various information sources including published guidelines, textbooks, journals, electronic databases, multimedia packages, the Internet, local intranets and colleagues. Each is discussed in an illuminating way, with many highly quotable nuggets of information. Did you realize that, as a matter of public policy and to encourage the dissemination of knowledge, book authors and publishers are`never' found liable for negligence due to errors, but that guideline writers (and people who blindly follow inappropriate guidelines) may be? Or that, even after ®nding the relevant`page', it takes 40% longer to read something on-screen than to read it from paper? Or that abstracts disagree with the actual journal article in almost 30% of cases? As if by example, I was disappointed to see that one of my favourite nuggetsÐ the assertion that general practitioners receive 15 kg of guidelines alone each yearÐis not substantiated in the original paper.
In other sections of the book, Wyatt discusses decision support systems, barriers to change, ways to improve the quality of patient information, and (brie¯y) patient-held electronic medical records. The latter should be a great timesaver, since we spend so much time asking patients the questions they have already been asked by other doctors.
The book is well-referenced throughout, often referring to journals available online. This, and the discussions of many intriguing online information sources, means that you will probably want to be near a computer when you ®rst read it. At the moment, of course, you can access Wyatt's articles on JRSM's website. I'm sure he would approve, but the printed handbook is much more convenient for frequent use. Order extra copies of this thought-provoking book for your information and technology department, your librarian, and (if they have been slow in funding the necessary infrastructure) your business managers.
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